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At one level, in his Defending and Defining the Faith: An Introduction to Early Christian Apologetic 
Literature, D. H. Williams aims to provide a (much-needed) comprehensive, critical overview of 
the writings of the early Christian apologists. At another level, though, Williams aspires to 
something more ambitious: a reappraisal of “apologetics” as not just a subset of writings belonging 
to a narrow, discrete period of time before the conversion of Constantine but instead as a category 
that can fruitfully encompass a body of literature that extends through the fifth century. With this 
broader lens for examining apologetic literature, Williams sets out to trace how these writings 
contain “persistent themes—both doctrinal and exegetical—that all contributed to the cultivation 
of Christian self-definition and to the growth of the Church” (14). 

In the first two introductory chapters, Williams tackles some of the thorny questions that threaten 
any potential study of this body of literature. Starting with definitions, Williams proceeds from 
identifying apologetic literature not on the basis of form but on the basis of common content, 
namely, a defense against “some attack, be it physical, social, or literary” (8). The breadth of this 
understanding of attack is precisely what allows Williams to identify continuity in apologetic 
writings from before and after the early fourth century insofar as he identifies apologies as 
responding to both “a set of hostile circumstances” and “accusatory literature produced by pagans 
that constituted a threat toward the life or activities of the Church” (10). Williams takes it as a given 
that this literature was primarily directed toward a Christian, not a pagan, audience; these apologies, 
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then, should generally be read as “intending to equip and prod Christians toward an intelligent 
confrontation of their surrounding culture” (35), a fact underscored by the realities of how and 
why these writings would have been copied and disseminated across the empire. 

Chapters 3–5 continue to establish background for analyzing apologetic literature. In chapter 3, 
Williams sets out the Roman religious context in which Christianity emerged, covering a range of 
topics, including the fundamental characteristics of Roman religio and pietas; Varro’s distinction 
among the gods of poets, of philosophers, and of the state; and even the role of daimones in the 
pagan religious imagination. Chapter 4 takes up the topic of early Christian self-definition, here 
emphasizing how “Christian arguments both shared and deflected the social, cultural, and 
philosophical perspectives of their contemporaries” (67). As one such example, in an age when 
antiquity conferred authenticity, the Christian apologists sought to build upon and adapt the 
Jewish notion that the Greek philosophers were subsequent to, and indeed dependent upon, Moses 
and the Torah. Williams summarizes the “general posture” of the Christian apologists toward 
Greek philosophy as the notion that “paganism contained truths about God and the physical world, 
but in shadowy, watered-down ways” (78), again highlighting notions of both continuity and 
discontinuity between Christian apologists and their contemporaries. In chapter 5, Williams 
interrogates the precise legal status of Christianity prior to the Decian persecution, surveying the 
historical record to explain both how and why Christians faced persecution. Williams concludes 
that there was no general law against Christians, who instead suffered from an uncertain legal 
position and therefore the possibility of occasional, local outbreaks of hostility. 

Williams finally begins his actual survey of the Christian apologists in chapter 6, which begins with 
Paul, whose speeches recorded in Acts “served as an initial mold by which several kinds of 
apologetic technique were later formed” (111). After a brief treatment of the nonextant apology of 
Quadratus, Williams turns to the problem of how to classify the so-called Apology of Aristides, 
which Williams sees more as a “symbouleutic discourse” rather than an apology proper (126). 
Likewise, Williams contests the scholarly consensus that identifies the epistle Diognetus as an 
apology, preferring to see it as containing some apologetic themes without actually responding to 
some kind of external antagonism. 

The first apologist proper, then, is Justin Martyr, who is the main focus of chapter 7. For Williams, 
“Justin’s apologetic writing set the terms in which Christianity would be represented to the wider 
world of paganism, and his approach established the apologetic tone for the next two centuries” 
(136). To his review of major scholarly issues related to the study of Justin and his explanation of 
Justin’s approach to pagan philosophy, Williams appends a brief overview of Melito of Sardis and 
Apolinaris of Hierapolis, whose apologies from the reign of Marcus Aurelius are no longer extant. 
Williams contrasts Justin’s largely positive engagement with pagan philosophy with the more 
antagonistic outlook of Tatian, whose writings and complicated legacy is the subject of chapter 8. 
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Continuing with his chronological survey, chapter 9 takes up Athenagoras, arguing that the 
Athenian’s Embassy was written not for the emperor but for Christians and curious pagans who 
were concerned about whether or not Christianity was sufficiently rational. Williams emphasizes 
Athenagoras’s contributions to an apophatic understanding of God as mediated through Middle 
Platonism and to the doctrine of the logos. Similarly, then, Theophilus of Antioch draws heavily 
on pagan philosophy; Williams draws attention to how Theophilus makes extensive use of the 
oracles of the Sibyl, “presenting her as an independent, non-Christian witness to divine revelation” 
(205). 

In chapter 10 Williams arrives at Tertullian of Carthage, whose works “represent an apex in the 
refinement of refuting pagan denigrations of Christianity during the second and third centuries” 
(213). Williams walks the reader through the major arguments of Against the Pagans and the 
Apologeticus but also touches on other writings of Tertullian that contribute to an understanding 
of his apologetic purposes. As in line with his overall understanding, Williams concludes that, 
while Tertullian’s appeals were directed at pagans, “the actual addressees and main target group 
were probably Christians” (239). This focus on the Latin apologists continues in chapter 11 with 
an examination of the apologetic writings of Minucius Felix and Cyprian. Given that the latter does 
not respond to charges of immorality or even atheism, at least as previously construed, Williams 
concludes that by the middle of the third century the battleground on which Christian apologists 
had to fight was shifting in new directions. 

Origen is the subject of chapter 12. For Williams, Origen’s landmark Against Celsus helped “to 
elevate Christian standing in a culture that prized philosophical argumentation and intellectual 
attainment as among the higher goods” (267). Similar to the shifts observed in the West with 
Cyprian, Williams sees Origen as responding to a new apologetic context, with pagan attacks now 
focusing on philosophy, history, and exegesis of Christian Scripture, even as pagan writers 
continued to scorn Christians’ acceptance of the poor and ignorant. Williams sees Christology as 
the main flashpoint between Origen and Celsus, with Origen endeavoring to develop his doctrine 
of the logos in such a way that “God or his logos is not altered through the logos assuming and 
showing a bodily presence in the Old Testament or in becoming human as Christ” (280). 

Chapter 13, on North African apologetics, paints a relatively bleak picture of the work of Arnobius, 
who “does not have competency in Christian theology or Biblical exegesis” (293). Nor does 
Lactantius come off much better; his “lack of theological depth in the treatment of subjects that 
were becoming germane to forming the core of the Christian identity, such as the nature of the 
Trinity and soteriology, cannot be ignored” (318). Nevertheless, these apologies bear witness to the 
turbulence of the early fourth century and the “great persecution” under Diocletian, making them 
an important link in the overall narrative of the story of early Christian apologetics. 
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With chapter 14, Williams arrives at a discussion of Eusebius of Caesarea. Williams notes that 
Eusebius was the first Christian apologist who “designed a response to pagan accusations that 
Christians were not Jews, but claimed Jewish sacred texts as their own” by “differentiating the faith 
of the ancient Hebrew patriarchs from the later Judaism that emerged out of the Law of Moses” 
(338). This approach gave rise to Eusebius’s interest in situating Christianity within the grand 
sweep of human history, with Christianity the fulfillment of the ancient religion of the patriarchs. 
Williams also notes how Eusebius developed the doctrine of the logos by further detailing the 
nature of the relationship between God and the Word. Chapter 15, on the Cohortatio ad Graecos 
falsely ascribed to Justin and the apologetic writings of Athanasius of Alexandria, brings to an end 
the story of “the literary wars that have marked the end of the third and the early fourth centuries” 
(367). With the accession of Constantine and his sons to the imperial throne, the relationship 
between church and empire dramatically changed.  

The reign of Julian “the Apostate,” however, provoked a new wave of apologetic writings in light 
of Julian’s extensive knowledge of the Bible and Christian theology as a former “insider” to the 
religion. As described in chapter 16, the only surviving Christian response to Julian is that of Cyril 
of Alexandria, suggesting that Julian’s arguments continued to be used against Christians several 
decades after his death. This leads into Williams’s discussion of Macarius the Magnesian, whose 
fragmentary Apocriticus also aimed “to answer pagan objections to various portions of Scripture” 
(396).  

In chapter 17, Williams takes up Ambrose of Milan and Augustine of Hippo as further evidence 
for the claim that “anti-pagan practices and their defenses did not cease once the persecution of 
Christians ended in the Roman Empire” (398). Ambrose’s writings against Symmachus indicate 
the continued appeal of pagan religion even for many Christians of his day and include the novel 
argument “that the world naturally improves for the better” even apart from the intervention of 
the gods (404). Williams’s brief take on the first ten books of Augustine’s City of God focuses on 
the centrality of divine providence in Augustine’s thought, which led Augustine to conclude that 
the kingdom of God should be confused with any earthly kingdom. Chapter 18 then rounds out 
the study with further evidence of continued antipagan polemic through the fifth century, with 
special attention to the apology of Theodoret of Cyrus. 

The quality of this book is diminished, unfortunately, by the very high number of typos and editing 
issues that distract from the book’s rigorous scholarship (for example, I counted at least four errors 
on 148 alone). Some of these problems are easy enough for knowledgeable readers to mentally 
correct, such as when we read that a confession of faith with “proto-Trinitarian language” emerged 
in Antioch by “15 CE” (207), but the extent of the typos are such that it can at times be difficult to 
discern the meaning of a sentence or to be confident a complex primary source excerpt has been 
accurately transcribed. The book would also be improved by a concluding chapter that would 
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connect ancient Christian apologetics to present-day concerns, given that this was gestured at in 
the introduction (ix). 

These issues aside, Williams ably succeeds in proving his thesis and in providing a comprehensive 
introduction to early Christian apologetic literature that pays careful attention to elements of both 
continuity and discontinuity from writer to writer. Williams consistently demonstrates a 
comprehensive understanding of both the various contexts in which the apologists wrote as well 
as critical issues related to the apologies themselves. Williams should be commended for producing 
a resource that all scholars writing on the early Christian apologists will be eager to consult in the 
course of their own research. 


